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Stainger glaSS has been 
involved in supplying  
high quality innovative 
glaSS productS  
since 1989.
one of our key policies is to supply environmentally friendly products 
where possible.

Stainger glass provides a comprehensive and professional service, 
from initial design and survey through to project management and 
site installation by our experienced teams.

all of our installations meet the current safety legislation.

sit back, relax and let us do the work that 
will turn your concept into glass reality.



splashbacks & Worktops

simple but sophisticated, our 
comprehensive range of glass 
splashbacks and worktops provides an 
eye-catching, practical, hygienic and 
durable alternative to tiles.

shower cubicles, screens & Wetrooms

The perfect combination in form and 
function, glass creates a space that is 
tranquil and contemporary with a light 
and spacious feel.



Floors, stairs & balustrades

bringing stunning architectural glass 
design technology into the home, glass 
floors, stairs and balustrades epitomise 
contemporary internal design.

laminated glass

laminated glass is manufactured by 
encapsulating a decorative interlayer 
between two or more panes of glass.

The decorative interlayer can 
incorporate many different materials 
such as: coloured film, fabric, silk, 
muslins, wood veneers, grass and 
leaves, cracked ice and metal mesh.



Kiln Formed glass

Kiln formed glass has limitless and 
exciting design possibilities. The 
glass is heated to near molten state 
over specially designed moulds, 
embossing designs and textures to your 
requirements.

specialist sandblasting

sandblasting is a versatile form of 
glass etching which can transform a 
clear glass panel.

by etching the surface of the glass we 
can create logos, text, patterns, plus 
carved textures and etched fades, with 
very fine detailing being achieved by 
stencilling.

our state of the art automated 
sandblasting machinery allows us to 
produce large panels to the highest of 
standards.



Thinkglass Textures

natura
a beautifully organic feel created by the 
gentle flow in the patterns.

granula
Similar in texture to natura finish, but with 
a more uniform flow in the pattern.

craco
a soft texture with sporadic lines 
resembling a natural crackling effect.

Fossila
a rugged texture with a unique feel.

Brossa
Sweeping brush strokes creating a soft 
directional pattern.

dropa
like freshly fallen raindrops creating a 
unique water like pattern.

vaga
a wave like pattern that resembles the 
sea.

pauma
Small indentations creating an unusual 
pattern for unique spaces. 

herma
heavily textured with cracks and chunks.

colours

crystal: this is a low iron glass which provides exceptional  
 light transmission.
aqua: the natural and inherently green colour of glass.

Thinkglass specifications

edge Finishes:

polished: Sleek and modern, providing the depth only  
 available with thick glass.
Brushed: a modern, unique and linear design.
artistic: personalize your glass countertop by adding the  
 magical touch of our glass artist.

led lighting

White, true White, Multicolour, cold White, amber, red, Fuschia, 
Blue, cyan, green.

combining function and art, our 
range of thinkglass countertops 
can transform your home.

•	 a minimum thickness of 36mm 
•	 a smooth, glossy contemporary 

finish with a wide choice of 
textures.

•	 custom designs of infused colour 
to create a personalized touch.

•	 individual pieces up to 2130 x 
3048mm

Thinkglass countertops are manufactured by ThinkGlass inc. 
Boisbriand, Quebec, Canada for further information please visit 
www.thinkglass.com



Kitchen

Table Top

bathroom

Raised bar



stainger glass limited, 
9 Rutherford Way industrial estate

crawley
West sussex

Rh10 9ln
Tel: +44 (0) 1293 513127
Fax: +44 (0) 1293 511442

email: info@staingerglass.com

leeds office:
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leeds
ls17 6dJ

Tel: +44 (0) 113 303 0420
email: keith@staingerglass.com

www.staingerglass.com


